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The Adrenergic Receptors in the 21st Century (The Receptors)Humana Press, 2005

	Our understanding of adrenergic function has advanced considerably in the 15

	years since three adrenergic receptor books were published in The Receptors

	series. In the late 1980s, many of the adrenergic subtypes had not yet been cloned.

	Most of the studies during that time focused on traditional pharmacological

	approaches in...
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Adult Stem CellsHumana Press, 2004

	Studies on stem cells have been attracting intense scientific and public

	attention, not only because of controversies surrounding the use of

	embryonic stem cells but also because of very provocative data that

	have been emerging on adult stem cells. Much of the public attention

	and debate has been focused on the possibility that...
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Allergic Diseases: Diagnosis and Treatment (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2007

	Allergic Diseases: Diagnosis and Treatment, 3rd Edition is intended for the “frontline”

	physician who cares for the allergic patient. We have tried, once again, to

	make it as “user friendly” and clinically oriented as possible.





	Our approach to the principles of pathophysiology is intended to...
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Tumor Targeting in Cancer Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2002

	In Tumor Targeting in Cancer Therapy, Dr. Michel Pagé and a panel of authoritative experts from the drug industry, clinics, and academia introduce the principles and techniques of tumor targeting and critically survey their applications from laboratory to bedside. By concisely synthesizing the many technical details, the authors...
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RNA and DNA Editing: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2011

	The recent expansion in diversity of RNA and DNA editing types has stimulated the development of many unique genetic, molecular, biochemical, and computational approaches to biological issues.  In RNA and DNA Editing: Methods and Protocols, leading experts in the field introduce methods developed over the last few years to study...
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Signal Transduction Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2011

	It is increasingly clear that signal transduction is a highly organized and integrated process.  Divided into two convenient sections, Signal Transduction Protocols, Third Edition focuses on experimental approaches to better understand the complexity of signal transduction.  Introductory chapters provide perspective on...
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Deep Sequencing Data Analysis (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2013

	The new genetic revolution is fuelled by Deep Sequencing (or Next Generation Sequencing) apparatuses which, in essence, read billions of nucleotides per reaction. Effectively, when carefully planned, any experimental question which can be translated into reading nucleic acids can be applied.In Deep Sequencing Data...
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Enzyme Engineering: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2013

	Whether the pursuit is commercially motivated or purely academic, engineering a novel biological catalyst is an enticing challenge. High-resolution protein structure analysis allows for rational alteration of enzyme function, yet many useful enzyme variants are the product of well-designed selection schemes or screening strategies. Enzyme...
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Chromatin Remodeling: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2011

	Chromatin is of central importance to gene regulation in eukaryotes.  Reflecting this singular role for chromatin, numerous approaches have evolved in the laboratory over the past three decades to study chromatin structure and its alterations. Methods of investigating chromatin remodeling, whether in changes in nucleosome structure or...
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Gene Regulation: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2013

	In recognition of monumental impact of gene expression in producing normal and abnor-

	mal cellular states, we are pleased to offer the scientific community a volume on Gene

	Regulation, Methods and Protocols. The goal is to provide scientists in academia, food, and

	pharmaceutical industry, as well as public institutions, complementary...
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Synthetic Messenger RNA and Cell Metabolism Modulation: Methods and ProtocolsHumana Press, 2013

	Synthetic mRNA is an attractive tool for mammalian cell reprogramming that  can be used in basic research, as well as in clinical applications. Present mRNA in vitro synthesis is a rather simple procedure, which delivers a high yield of quality product. Various modifications may be introduced into the mRNA by changing  the sequence...
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Studies on Men's Health and FertilityHumana Press, 2012

	Studies on Men’s Health and Fertility provides a comprehensive series of up-to-the-minute reviews addressing the role of oxidative stress in the aetiology of reproductive pathologies in the male. This volume represents by far the most detailed, authoritative review of the field that has been produced to date.  The text...
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